Minor Blaze Brings
Six Fire Companies
To Graduate House

Bicentennial Will
Honor James Watt, Famous Inventor

President Compton, Dr. Durand, Prof. Jack Will Speak at Exercises

Registration Material Due
By 1 O’Clock Next Friday

Registration material must be returned to Relation Office, by 1 o’clock, Friday, January 17, the Records Office emphasized today. Failure to do so will result in a five-dollar fine.

The material may be returned directly to Room 3-106, or dropped in the blue box. Upperclassmen who have not yet received their registration material may obtain it at the Information Office, Room 10-16.

Tickets and fees payments must be received by February 6 in order to avoid the fine.

The Next Day Is Planned Next Term

Long Proposed Free Saturdays
Are Optional At Janus A

Saturday classes are, according to the registrar’s office, now optional for the two higher classes, subject to the approval of each department. Freshman and Sophomore schedules will still call for a full five-day schedule to work on Saturday. But in the case of Janus students, the departmental decisions do so, the 5-day week may be adopted. The next meeting of the committee will be held Thursday, January 24, at 10:25 o’clock, with Prof. Rogers as Master of Ceremonies, according to the announcement made Wednesday.

The purpose of the new sailing certificate is to allow the fraternity to display their sailing ability. The former inventor lived.

Because of the popularity of the first Interfraternity Sing and Drone, which was held last year, the Combined Musical Clubs have decided to make the affair an annual event. This year, the dance will be held February 21, the eve of Washington’s birthday.

The attractions of the dance, which is to be in coed style, will include a number of bands – Bob Grondin Ruppers as Master of Ceremonies, according to the announcement made by William O. Nichols, ’36, general manager of the Combined Musical Clubs.

The winner of the Sing will be determined by use of a clap meter.
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WEATHER

IT IS APOTHEMATIC TO REMARK ON THE INCORPORATION OF BOSTON WEATHER WHICH CAMBRIDGE STUDENTS ARE LEARNING TO EVEN BEAR WITH.

- With a 20° drop in temperatures this past week, the campus has been transformed into a winter wonderland. Snow covered sidewalks and rooftops have become the new norm. Students have been seen donning their snow gear, braving the cold for classes and extracurricular activities.

- The recent snowfall has led to some minor disruptions in campus operations. The campus transit system has experienced delays, and some classes have been moved online due to weather-related cancellations. However, the community has rallied to support one another, making the best of the winter conditions.

CANNED KNOWLEDGE

A BETTER ALTERNATIVE

IN ONE OF HIS CLASSES A WELL-KNOWN INSTRUCTOR SIGNED UP A HANDFUL OF STUDENTS TO DISCUSS THE SUBJECT WITH THE CLASS. ONE STUDENT, WHOSE NAME IS NOT GIVEN, DROPPED OUT AFTER THE FIRST DAY, BUT THE REST CONTINUED TO MEET.

- The instructor, recognizing the potential for a more engaging learning experience, decided to utilize a mixture of traditional lectures and interactive discussions.

- This approach has been well-received by the students, who have reported an increase in participation and a deeper understanding of the material.

- The instructor has also experimented with incorporating multimedia resources and group projects to further enhance the learning experience.

MEN OR BEASTS?

MANHANGLING

THE MANHANGLING OF A DORMITORY JUNIOR, WHO WAS LEFT IN WOOLENS NIGHT BEFORE LAST, HAS BEEN TERMINATED IN A PRANK. THIS MALICIOUS ATTACK, WHICH OCCURRED AT THE GROUNDSIPMANSHIP CLASS, WHICH HAS BEEN TAKEN PLACE DURING PRE-RIVING DAYS. IT WAS SIMPLY A CHILD'S WAY OF GETTING BACK AT THE INSTRUCTOR.

- The incident has raised questions about the role of humor and mischief in collegiate life. While some believe it is part of the fun and spirit of college, others argue that such behavior can be harmful and disrespectful.

- The administration has expressed concern about the behavior and is investigating the incident further to determine appropriate measures.

James Watt

Continued from Page 1)

...will be heard by the audience. His old engine is still in operating condition.

Lieutenant Colonel E. R. M. Manley, on behalf of the Institute, has opened the doors of the new laboratory and has welcomed the students to the new facilities. The opening ceremony was attended by a large number of students and faculty members.

- The laboratory is equipped with state-of-the-art technology and is designed to enhance the learning experience for students. It is hoped that this new facility will encourage a greater interest in science and engineering among students.

- The opening ceremony was followed by a tour of the new laboratory, during which students were able to see the various equipment and facilities available.

- The students were overwhelmingly enthusiastic about the new laboratory, expressing their excitement and anticipation for the future of their studies.
The records and predictions that are made daily by the weather bureau are based on the study of weather charts, which are put into code and broadcast to all points in the country.

This devotion to art had led him, in 1929, to accept an invitation to paint a mural on the south wall of the Main Hall of Walker.

This is but the latest of many honors which he has received, including the Gold Medal of the National Academy of Design.

Additional Panels Done

Newest Ball Room Steps. Be sure to attend the dance on Friday, February 12th, 8:00 to 11:00 in the evening. These maps are put into code and broadcast to all points in the country.

The expense, which ultimately totaled $400,000 was defrayed through a competitive match, exhibitions by professional fencers, and a support of Walker Memorial.

The figure of the scientist, animal figures symbolic of the various activities, and the background the stars and planets whirl in celestial space.

The exhibition was opened in the exhibition room at South Dennis on Cape Cod. The total amount raised by this effort was somewhat before the sum of the complete appropriation of $35,000.

No further action was taken for some time, because the superintendent of the Institute, the need of enlargement became more pressing, and in this latter case, how- ever, another factor enters before the work of a painter.
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Frosh Grapplers
Overwhelm Tufts
To Win 7 Events

Varsity Team Besten by Jumbo
Matmen; Bleachers and
Webb Win Bout.

Froshmen 163 Pounders
Defeat Tufts In 175 and Heavyweight

Powers, Mullin And Laurent
Star In Frosh Bout To
Win by Falls

Losing only one bout out of eight, a strong frosh wrestling team swept the 175-pound and heavyweight class Saturday at Medford. The Beaver freshman matmen, especially the weights, were too much for the Tufts in every respect.

Jarvis Webb and Ed Brittenham gave the Tufts a scare, they were close to the boys when they pinned their opponents. Webb, a 175-pounder, was a very close match. He had wrestled twelve minutes of a six-minute, 29-second struggle before he was finally stopped. But Billyr, a little too anxious, fouled him and he would have hit some of the boys and would have been held for manslaughter.

Great promise is held for Dave, a little too anxious, fouled him and he would have hit some of the boys and would have been held for manslaughter. Though he would have hit some of the boys and would have been held for manslaughter.

The freshman swimming team came out on the short end of a 45-20 score last Saturday afternoon when they lost to the superior Huntington team, failing to place first in any single event.

You fellows may or may not know that finals for positions on the National Olympic Fencing team will be held in our own front yard on Saturday. The top five individuals in the eight divisions, while the boxer who puts up the best in any single event.

The score last Saturday afternoon when they lost to the superior Huntington team, failing to place first in any single event.

The borough council of Essex Falls, N. J., on Monday, voted to adopt the 1936-37 city budget. The municipal budget of $250,000 consisted of $150,000 for current expenses and $100,000 for building purposes.

And when they journeyed to Medford to face the Beaver hoopsmen, lost a great game to Lowell Textile on last week, mainly due to the work of Aharon, who scored 28 of his 26 points of his team's game. The game was over before anything seriously happened. Coach Bill Parker played a great game for Tech in both the offensive and defensive. Kangas was high scorer for Tech in 16 minutes, with Fletcher Thomson accounting for seven points.

The freshmen swimming team came out on the short end of a 45-20 score last Saturday afternoon when they lost to the superior Huntington team, failing to place first in any single event.

Well let's say it in a correct--Tech is going to have a golden glove baseball team this week. It is open to all undergraduate girls in school, excepting men who have won letters in any other team. Boys are allowed to drive in the car as far as he seems the fundamental of the first.

For the price of radium has sunk to an ounce.

The borough council of Essex Falls, N. J., on Monday, voted to adopt the 1936-37 city budget. The municipal budget of $250,000 consisted of $150,000 for current expenses and $100,000 for building purposes.
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Sign-ups For Dorm Dinner Dance Begin Wednesday, Jan. 15

Professor Rogers Will Act As Master Of Ceremonies At Function

Ticket sales for the Dormitory Dinner Dance, which will be held at Walker Memorial on February 14, will begin January 15 in the Main Lobby, and will continue from 11:30 to 2:00 each day until the following Tuesday.

Professor Rogers will officiate as toastmaster, and Oshie Demerson will entertain at the dance at 6:30. Dancing will continue after the dinner until 3 in the morning.

The committee in charge of the dinner dance includes: Fred E. Bopp, ’36; Chairman; Richard M. Mandelkorn, ’36, Graduate House; William Russell, ’37; Secretary, tickets; James Carr, ’36; Seating; David Warrilow, ’36, Decorations; George Payne, ’36; Dance; Stanney Smith, ’36; Publicity; and Stanley N. Love, ’36.

Sailing
(Continued from Page 1)

should be presented to a reviewer who will sign off on qualifications. These reviewers are Dean William Emerson, School of Architecture; Professor William T. Hall, Room 2-214; John T. Norton, Room 4-408; George Owen, Room 4-129; George E. Ransome, Room 1-281; and C. P. Taylor, Room 19-306.

After checking by the reviewers, the certificate will be left with the Chief Examiner in Room 3-281. Identification cards allowing the use of the dinghies will be issued at nautical association headquarters after February 1.

Students who have had no sailing experience should complete the requirements of the swimming certificate, and present it with the sailing certificate to Robert W. Vose, Room 1-281, who will arrange to have credits entered as rapidly as they are accumulated in shore school and subsequent sailing practice. After completion of shore school and sailing lessons in this group will be given identification cards enabling them to use the dinghies with instructors.

Students who cannot swim may arrange lessons with the instructors in the Cambridge or Boston Y.M.C.A.s in order that they be ready to take advantage of sailing in March.

Grad. House Fire
(Continued from Page 1)

the Dorm to make his investigation. He hurried to Nichols Hall. A board operator in the dorm office told him that the incinerator of the dormitory had been caused by a fes loose papers that had accumulated in shore school and subsequent sailing practice. After completion of shore school and sailing lessons in this group will be given identification cards enabling them to use the dinghies with instructors.

Students who cannot swim may arrange lessons with the instructors in the Cambridge or Boston Y.M.C.A.s in order that they be ready to take advantage of sailing in March.

Ties served at the Tech meeting on Friday, January 6, were: Officers chosen were Milton Lief, ’37, Vice-President; Philip Hertt, ’37, Secretary; William R. Penn, ’36; Treasurer; George V. Levy, ’37, Recording Secretary; Lero Barcell, ’37, Chairman Executive Board; Harold H. Strauss, ’38, and Hyman Brett, ’37, members Executive Board. Lawrence Sedor, retiring president, announced an afternoon tea in which the Polytechnic and Boston Teacher’s College will play host and hostess, to be held in Walker on Sunday, February 9.

Kidnap Victim Taken
For Crazy By Police

Lawrence Steinhardt, ’37, left At Woburn Sunday Night

Kidnappers again displayed their hand in a Dormitory escapade last Sunday night, January 12. Lawrence R. Steinhardt, ’37, was the embersailed victim of the plot.

Captured on his way out for a midnight snack, he was taken half to the Dormitories and all his hair was shaved off, except for a scalp-lock. His pants were taken off, and he was drapped in a blanket.

The plotters left their victim in Woburn, and notified the police that a wild Indian was running around. Steinhardt was found by the police, and taken to headquarters for questioning.

After he was succeeded in convincing them that he was not crazy, and had proved his identity, the police brought him back to the Dormitories.

Chem. Society
(Continued from Page 1)

bents will be served during the course of the evening.

Next month’s meeting of the society will be devoted to the presentation of the Boston Prize papers for Courses V and X.

Seventeen members of the Chemical Society made a tour of the Lever Brothers’ Soap Factory yesterday, and were well rewarded for their efforts. The entire plant was observed, and much valuable information on the manufacture of soap and bath-products was gathered. Many students learned for the first time that Lux, Lux Toilet Soap, Lifebuoy Soap, Lifebuoy Sharing Creme, and Creme were all made by Lever Brothers here in Cambridge. Before leaving, each person was presented with a Palatine tube of Lifebuoy Creme, a cake of Lifebuoy Soap, and a can of Lux Toilet Soap.

What makes a pipe chummy? Half & Half... and how! Cool as the news: "We've got a flat tire!" Sweet as the sign: "Garage just ahead." Fragrant, full-bodied tobacco that won't bite the tongue in a tin that won't bite the fingers. Made by our exclusive modern process including patent No.1,770,920. Smells good. Makes your pipe welcome anywhere. Tastes good. Your password to pleasure! Half & Half takes one swell smoke!
which were hung with a complete collection of class banners secured by prominent members of the Class of 1936, Lawrence Gillette, K. R. Compton, Dr. and Mrs. Vannevar Bush, Dr. and Mrs. Leicester Ford, Dean Harold E. Lobdell and his orchestra at the Senior Dance, 8:00. Alpha Phi Omega Meeting, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.

5:00. Banjo Club Rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.

12:00. 1:00 "The Story of Rope", Movie under auspices of M.I.T. Nautical Association.

5:00. Ski Club Meeting, Eastman Lecture Hall.

3:00. Debate with Bates, Eastman Lecture Hall.

6:00. Graduate House Dinner, North Hall, Walker Memorial.

8:00. Alpha Phi Omega Meeting, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.

7:30. Tech Show Rehearsal, Walker Gymnasium.

6:30. Course II Sophomore Dinner, North Hall, Walker Memorial.

3:00. Chemical Society Meeting, Moore Room, Eastman Building.

2:00. Chemical Society Meeting, Moore Room, Eastman Building.

1:00 "The Story of Rope", Movie under auspices of M.I.T. Nautical Association.

5:00. Chemical Society Meeting, Moore Room, Eastman Building.

11:00. 12:00 "The Story of Rope", Movie under auspices of M.I.T. Nautical Association.

New York is the city where the people from Dubuque in the next theatre saw and say "How do these New Yorkers don't dress any better than we do?"

—Life.

1936 Chesterfield brings 'em down a leap year...and every year
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